
INTRODUCTION TO GSM

Introduction to GSM, the Global System for Mobile Communication. 1. Introduction: The Evolution of Mobile Telephone
Systems. Cellular is one of the fastest.

The first step is that the attacker will analyze encryption used by the provider: Picture 3. Location of the
mobile phone, etc. However, the Nordic countries were the first to introduce cellular services for commercial
use with the introduction of the Nordic Mobile Telephone NMT in  The structure and organization of the
3GPP is further described in Section 2. It has even been estimated that some countries may have more mobile
phones than fixed phones by the year  This service is only applicable to normal telephony. The reason for this
is to limit the designers as little as possible but still to make it possible for the operators to buy equipment
from different suppliers. The proposed system had to meet certain criteria, such as: Good subjective speech
quality similar to the fixed network ; Affordability of handheld terminals and service; Adaptability of handsets
from country to country; Support for wide range of new services; Spectral efficiency improved with respect to
the existing first-generation analog systems; Compatibility with the fixed voice network and the data networks
such as ISDN; Security of transmissions. Phone locking[ edit ] Sometimes mobile network operators restrict
handsets that they sell for exclusive use in their own network. In this article, I will be discussing the method
that could be used to see the traffic on a GSM network and how an attacker could abuse the GSM network.
The call hold service is only applicable to normal telephony. The location area is a group of cells. GSM was
created by the Europeans, and originally meant "Groupe Special Mobile", but this didn't translate well, so the
now common more globally appealing name was adopted. Mobile phone is input with the destination number
and connects to the nearest BTS. Data services provide the capacity necessary to transmit appropriate data
signals between two access points creating an interface to the network. Currently there are more than 45
million cellular subscribers worldwide, and nearly 50 percent of those subscribers are located in the United
States. Ethical Hacking Training â€” Resources InfoSec Mobile communication technology was already
developed and widely used in the early s. Problem The background of this issues lies in the GSM network.
This presented many problems directly related to compatibility, especially with the development of digital
radio technology. By the year , forecasters predict that there will be more than million cellular subscribers
worldwide. This is designed to allow tracking of stolen mobile phones. The HLR is considered the most
important database, as it stores permanent data about subscribers, including a subscriber's service profile,
location information, and activity status. The AUC protects network operators from different types of fraud
found in today's cellular world. The coverage area of each cell varies according to the implementation
environment. From to discussions were held to decide between building an analog or digital system. Calls can
be forwarded to the subscriber's voice-mail box and the subscriber checks for messages via a personal security
code. This is achieved by means of the functional and interface descriptions for each of the different entities.
When an individual buys a subscription from one of the PCS operators, he or she is registered in the HLR of
that operator. The messages are stored in a service center from which they can be retrieved by the subscriber
via a personal security code to the desired fax number. It is a high-capacity switch that provides functions such
as handover, cell configuration data, and control of radio frequency RF power levels in base transceiver
stations.


